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Abstract—Magnetic resonance electrical impedance tomography (MREIT) is designed to produce high resolution conductivity images of an electrically conducting subject by injecting
current and measuring the longitudinal component,
, of the
induced magnetic flux density B = (
). In MREIT,
accurate measurements of
are essential in producing correct
conductivity images. However, the measured
data may contain
fundamental defects in local regions where MR magnitude image
data are small. These defective
data result in completely wrong
conductivity values there and also affect the overall accuracy of
reconstructed conductivity images. Hence, these defects should be
appropriately recovered in order to carry out any MREIT image
reconstruction algorithm. This paper proposes a new method
of recovering
data in defective regions based on its physical
properties and neighboring information of
. The technique
will be indispensable for conductivity imaging in MREIT from
animal or human subjects including defective regions such as
lungs, bones, and any gas-filled internal organs.
Index Terms—Conductivity image, data recovery, defective data,
magnetic flux density, MREIT.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE GOAL of magnetic resonance electrical impedance
tomography (MREIT) is to provide conductivity images
of an electrically conducting subject from the relationship between injection currents and measured data of the induced magnetic flux density using an MRI scanner [1]–[6]. In MREIT, we
inject electrical current into the subject through a pair of surface electrodes so that it produces a current density distribution
inside the subject. The presence of the internal
current density and the current along the external lead wires
induces a magnetic flux density distribution
.
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In recent MREIT techniques, we measure only one component
where is the coordinate that is parallel to the direction of
of
the main magnetic field of the MRI scanner. This is to avoid the
and
.
subject rotations inside the MRI scanner to obtain
Following the development of conductivity image reconstruction algorithms based on the measured multi-slice
data [7]–[10], experimental work using conductivity phantoms
showed that the spatial resolution of conductivity images in
MREIT could be comparable to that of a conventional MR
image as long as we inject enough amount of currents to get
a reasonably high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in measured
data [8], [11], [12].
However, when the subject is an animal or a human body,
there could be local regions in which
data have serious defects. For example, if the subject contains a gas-filled internal
data there cannot be extracted due
organ, the corresponding
to the MR signal void in that region. Such defect is an inherent
characteristic of the MR phase imaging method used to obtain
data. Similar situations may occur in local regions belonging
to lungs and bones since typical MR images there have a very
low SNR.
data
In this paper, we propose a new method to recover the
in such a defective region by taking advantage of the physical relation between and provided by the Maxwell equations. The
validity and performance of the new technique will be shown
data with added Gaussian random noise of
using simulated
realistic amounts and assumed defective regions. We will also
experimentally examine the performance of the method by predata
senting a conductivity image using measured defective
from an animal experiment.
II. METHODS
A. Problem Definition
We let be the three-dimensional (3-D) region representing
an electrically conducting subject to be imaged in MREIT. We
as a portion of truncated by
define a region of interest
two parallel planes with a gap
, say
. Let
be the two-dimensional
.
(2-D) slice of the subject lying in the -plane
can be viewed as the stack of 2-D slices from
Then,
to
.
We place the subject inside an MRI scanner and attach a pair
of surface electrodes. The injection current produces an internal current density distribution
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where is the corresponding voltage that is a solution of the
following Neumann boundary value problem:
(1)
, the outward unit normal vector
where
and the applied surface current density
to the boundary
on
. The boundary value problem in (1) has a unique solution when we choose a ground or reference position with zero
voltage.
The presence of and generates a magnetic flux density
and
holds inside . The induced produces inhomogeneity of the main magnetic field of
the MRI scanner. This in turn causes incremental phase changes
. For
that are proportional to the -component of , that is
each slice at
from
to
, the corresponding k-space signal with a positive injection current pulse
can be expressed as

(2)
is the conventional MR magnitude image, any syswhere
the gytematic phase error,
romagnetic ratio of the hydrogen, and the duration of the injection current pulse.
in (2), we obtain the
Taking a 2-D Fourier transform of
following MR complex image

Injecting another current pulse
with the same magnitude but
opposite polarity, we similarly have

Provided that

, we can extract a wrapped

data as
(3)

From (3), we can readily see that it is impossible to compute
in a region
. Even if
is not zero, in the presence of noise in the image, the computed
becomes seriously degraded if
is small.
Instead of
and
, we should now assume noisy MR
complex images of

where
and
are additive noises that are not known a priori.
Using a phase unwrapping algorithm, the noisy version of
data can be expressed as
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is very much depending on the magnitude
the reliability of
image .
We can define a defective region with an unreliable data
as

for a small number , which can be chosen as one percent of
for example. The goal of this paper is
the average value of
data in the defective region . The
to recover more reliable
defective region may consist of several connected or isolated
subdomains

For example,
organs.

’s could be lungs, bones, or gas-filled internal

B. Segmentation of Defective Region
Before we locate a defective region , we should extract the
from the given multi-slice MR magnisubject boundary
tude images. Since the image values are nearly zero outside
in each slice, magnitudes of their gradients show larger values
. Thus, we use a standard 2-D geodesic
on the boundary
active contour method in each slice with a stopping condition
depending on the gradient of the image and extract the 3-D do[13].
main
Now we should extract the region . Here, we note that the
but also its neighborinformation not only on the boundary
hood are needed during the
data recovery process described
in the next section. However, since is within , it is difficult
to use an active contour model which stops on a boundary defined by a strong gradient. Therefore, we adopt the 2-D Mumford–Shah model [14], [15] and extend it to a 3-D one. Here,
we use a stopping criterion based on the competition of two regions with different colors. Since the MR magnitude images
are gray scaled and have a low contrast, they are not suitable for
the Mumford–Shah model. Thus, we adjust
in each slice so
that it resembles approximately a two-colored image. For that
as
purpose, we re-scale
(5)
where and are the maximum and minimum value of ,
respectively. This increases the contrast in the low intensity region to better distinguish the defective subdomains from others,
while diminishing the contrast in the high intensity region.
Finally, in order to locate the defective region , we use the
Mumford–Shah model proposed in [14], which performs a bimodal segmentation by finding a level set function that minimizes the following energy functional:

(4)
(6)
where is an integer-valued function chosen so that
is continuous in . If the magnitude image
is small, the
could be quite different from the true . Hence,
computed

with nonnegative parameters , , and . Here,
are the average values of
in the 3-D regions

and
and
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, respectively, and
is the one-dimensional smeared-out Heaviside function.
The minimization of (6) with respect to the function performs a bimodal segmentation based on the competition of
the colors in . Together with the Heaviside function, the
function decomposes the imaging domain into two regions:
and
. The functional
in (6) is minimized when every at which
is classified in the region
and
is classified in
every at which
. Therefore, the minimizing
the region
in the bimodal sense.
function best classifies the pixels of
To find the minimizing (6), an artificial time variable is introduced and is moved in the steepest descent direction to the
steady-state, i.e., we solve the following parabolic equation to
the steady-state:

, we replace
in with the
Once we have solved (9) for
to produce a recovered
data in
. Then, we
solution
apply an image reconstruction method such as the harmonic
algorithm [7], [8] to reconstruct conductivity images in
using
data.
the recovered

(7)
with an appropriate initial data. After the evolution comes to
the convergent state, the defective region is obtained as
.
C. Data Recovery and Image Reconstruction
We assume that the conductivity in each subdomain
,
comprising the detected region is overall homogeneous and isotropic. This assumption holds when the defective
region consists of, for example, gas-filled internal organs. It also
approximately holds for lungs and bones in a sense of a local
average conductivity value there. Then, we can carry out the rein using
covery of

The Ampere law
leads to

and

(8)
Since

in each

Therefore,
main

must satisfy the Laplace equation in each subdo-

, the right side of (8) is

Taking advantage of the continuity of
, the recovered
must satisfy the following Dirichlet boundary value problem:
(9)

D. Numerical Experiment
Using the proposed data recovery method, we carried out a
numerical experiment to verify the underlying theory and its
performance. We constructed a cubic model of
with the origin at its center. The true conductivity distribution
included four ellipsoidal regions, four balls, and one asteroidshaped region (inside the large ellipsoid) with different conductivity values as shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1(b) shows a cross-sectional
view of the true 3-D conductivity distribution.
and
were seWe assumed that two different currents
quentially injected from the left to the right side and then from
the front to the back side, respectively. The magnitude of the injection currents was 10 mA. In this numerical experiment, we
using the 3-D forward solver
generated the simulated data of
for MREIT [16].
Fig. 1(c) shows the assumed MR magnitude image. The MR
magnitude image values in the asteroid-shaped object and the
ball object located at the top-right position in Fig. 1(c) were set
to be nearly zero to simulate a defective region . Therefore,
with
those two subdomains comprised the defective region
intentionally noise-corrupted
data. We artificially added an
additive Gaussian random noise with a standard deviation of
only in the simulated defected region. This amount of
data can occur when the SNR in the corresponding
noise in
MR magnitude image is below 10 [18], [19].
E. Animal Experiment
Animal experiment was performed using an MREIT system
based on a 3.0 T MRI scanner (Magnum 3.0, Medinus Inc.,
Korea). We chose a 10-Kg piglet as the imaging subject. After
sacrificing the piglet, we attached four recessed electrodes shown
in Fig. 2(a). Placing the piglet inside the RF coil as shown in
Fig. 2(b), we selected the imaging area as denoted by the dotted
rectangle in Fig. 2(c). The approximate axial cross-sectional area
.
of the piglet within the imaging region was
We sequentially injected two currents and between two
pairs of the electrodes facing each other. The amplitude of the
injection current was 48 mA and the current pulse width was 30
ms. We collected k-space data with a similar pulse sequence described in our previous experimental works [8], [11], [12]. The
slice thickness was 3 mm with no slice gaps, TR was 550 ms and
TE was 40 ms. The number of axial slices was eight and, therefore, the length of the imaging region was 24 mm. Magnetic
and
corresponding to the injecflux density images of
tions currents and , respectively, were calculated from the
k-space data with the matrix size of 128 128. Field-of-view
was
and pixel size was
.
Fig. 2(d) shows the MR magnitude image at the middle
imaging slice. The image shows a black region inside the
stomach where MR signal void occurred. We believe that this is
due to some gas inside the stomach appearing after the sacrifice.
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Fig. 1. (a) Three-dimensional model of a subject. Conductivity values in S/m for different objects are shown in the table. (b) A cross-sectional view of the true
conductivity distribution. (c) A cross-sectional view of the assumed MR magnitude image with two defective subdomains marked in black.

III. RESULTS
A. Numerical Simulation Results
We first re-scaled the assumed multi-slice MR magnitude
images using (5) so that the resulting re-scaled images have
a certain resemblance to a two-color image. Fig. 3(a) and (b)
shows the assumed MR magnitude image and its re-scaled one,
respectively, at the middle slice. Then, we used the modified
Mumford–Shah model to find the defective region as shown in
Fig. 3(c).
The computation time to find the defective region was about
2.23 s using a 1.2-GHz Pentium PC. Besides the memory required to store the MR magnitude images, extra memories are
required to store the function used for the detection. The matrix size to store the function is equal to the matrix size for the
MR magnitude image data.
After the detection of the defective region , we recovered
the
data in the two defective subdomains using (9). Fig. 4(a)
data in the middle
and (b) shows typical plots of defective
data from the defective
are shown in
slice. The recovered
Fig. 4(c) and (d). Fig. 4(e) is the difference between the noiseand the defective
and Fig. 4(f) is the difference after
free
the data recovery.
data in , we performed conductivity
With the recovered
algorithm [7], [8].
image reconstructions using the harmonic

Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows two conductivity images at the middle
and the reimaging slice reconstructed using the defective
, respectively. We can clearly see the improvement
covered
of the image quality especially in the defective region. For a
quantitative comparison, we defined the relative -error of the
reconstructed conductivity image as

where
indicates the reconstructed conductivity image, the
true conductivity image, and
the region of interest being
imaged. The relative -errors of conductivity images using the
were 0.631 and 0.122, respectively.
defective and recovered
B. Animal Experiment Results
As shown in Fig. 2(d), there is a large black region in the
upper part of the image. It corresponds to the gas-filled stomach
data there was defective acand we could observe that the
cording to (4). Therefore, we first extracted the boundary of the
piglet in each slice as illustrated in Fig. 6(a)–(c). Fig. 6(d) shows
the stack of the 2-D boundaries that were independently obtained by the 2-D active contour method. For each slice, this
boundary extraction took 2.42 s using a 1.2-GHz Pentium PC.
Second, we applied the modified Mumford–Shah model to find
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Fig. 2. (a) Recessed electrodes used in the animal experiment. (b) The imaging subject (10-Kg piglet) placed inside an RF coil. (c) Selection of an imaging region
denoted as the dotted rectangle. (d) MR magnitude image at the middle imaging slice.

Fig. 3. (a) Assumed MR magnitude image of the subject in Fig. 1. It is redrawn here for easier comparison. (b) Re-scaled image of (a). Two black subdomains
are assumed to comprise the defective region. (c) Detection of the defective region.

the defective region inside . The 3-D domain in Fig. 6(e)
shows the imaging domain
with the defective region correctly located in it. The detection of the defective region took
4.32 s.
data by solving the Laplace equaNext, we recovered the
tion (9). Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows two typical magnetic flux denand
for the injection currents and , resity images
spectively, at the middle imaging slice after the data recovery.
algorithm, we could reconstruct the conUsing the harmonic

ductivity images shown in Fig. 8. Compared with the conductivity image in Fig. 8(a) using the defective data, the conductivity image in Fig. 8(b) using the recovered data is significantly
improved.
IV. DISCUSSION
The results from the numerical experiment show that the data
recovery is essential to produce correct conductivity values in an
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Fig. 4. (a) Mesh plot of a cross-sectional image of B data with two defective subdomains. (b) Two-dimensional image view of (a). (c) Mesh plot of (a) after the
data recovery process. (d) Two-dimensional image view of (c). (e) Mesh plot of the difference between (a) and the true B . (f) Mesh plot of the difference between
(c) and the true B .

averaging sense inside the defective region. Furthermore, since
affect the overall image quality, the
the defective data of
data recovery method also reduces the reconstruction error and
improves the quality of reconstructed conductivity images.
The animal experiment validates the usefulness of the proposed data recovery method. As shown in the two reconstructed images in Fig. 8, the method significantly improves
the image quality not only in the defective region but also
throughout the entire imaging region. This stems from the fact
that most MREIT image reconstruction techniques based on
data iteratively update conductivity images and they solve

the Neumann boundary value problem in (1) during each iteration. Therefore, wrong conductivity values in any defective
region influence the accuracy of reconstructed conductivity
values in other regions.
Segmentations based on geodesic active contours usually do
not work well when the background is very noisy or inhomogeneous. However, in our case, the background is almost homogeneous and the boundary of the imaging subject has large
gradient magnitude values. Furthermore, since there is a distinct difference in colors between the defective and nondefective
regions, the Mumford–Shah type segmentation could produce
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Fig. 5. Reconstructed conductivity images (a) without and (b) with the recovered B data. The reconstruction error was significantly reduced in the defective
region. The recovered B data also improves the overall accuracy of the image in (b).

Fig. 6.
in it.

(a)–(c) Segmentation process. (d) Stack of extracted 2-D boundaries. (e) Three-dimensional domain of the piglet with the defective region correctly located

acceptable results. However, the computational load is somewhat large, since the level set based detection puts the moving
contour in a higher dimension. We reduced the computational
load by using a narrow-band algorithm [17] for the geodesic
active contour. We also initialized the zero level set as the obtained boundary of the imaging subject for the Mumford–Shah
type model.
Compared with other MR image segmentation tasks, we
found it relatively easy to extract both the boundary and the defective region in the cases shown in this paper. This is primarily
due to the fact that pixel values in the background and the

defective region were much smaller than those of other pixels.
However, as we perform additional animal experiments in our
future studies, we expect to see more difficult cases. In order
to handle quite general cases of animal imaging, we should
carefully analyze MREIT images from subsequent animal
experiments. Then, we will need to devise more sophisticated
methods based on the proposed technique in this paper.
For conductivity imaging of animal or human subjects in
MREIT, the data recovery method described in this paper
will be an indispensable part of the needed preprocessing. We
believe that present MREIT techniques are applicable at least to
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Fig. 7.

Recovered B images from the animal experiment: (a) B for the injection currents I and (b) B for I .

Fig. 8.

Reconstructed conductivity images (a) without and (b) with the data recovery method applied to the measured B data obtained from the animal experiment.

animal subjects. In order to advance the technique for imaging
human subjects, we will need to investigate efficient ways to
reduce the amount of the injection current. Our future studies,
therefore, should be focused on developing innovative MREIT
pulse sequences, denoising methods, and other techniques
such as utilization of the MR magnitude image as a priori
information.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a new MREIT technique providing
a novel way of preprocessing measured noisy magnetic flux
density data. The technique will be especially useful in animal
or human experiments since the measured data using an MRI
scanner could be seriously corrupted in regions where MR
magnitude image values are very low. The data recovery
method suggested in this paper significantly improves the
quality of reconstructed conductivity images. Further studies
are needed to investigate the effect of the method where the
assumed homogeneity condition in each defective region is
not satisfied.
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